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Kumarakom is considered as a little paradise in Kerala. The place is blessed with some of the best
elements of nature that comprise of Kumarakom bird sanctuary, back water, scenic natural vistas,
spice plantations and favorable conditions to attract tourists from all parts of the world. The major
attraction of Kumarakom tour is the house boat ride on the Vembanad Lake. Other than riding on
water stretches and lagoons, tourist can also visit places like Kottayam, Erumely, Aruvikkuzhi
waterfalls and Elaveezha Poonchira situated in the midst of striking hills. Many of the tourists on
their Kerala trip spend maximum time in Kumarakom tour as the small town offers nature tours
which no one can even miss it. There are many other exciting tourism attractions and sightseeing
spots to see and explore during Kumarakom tours. So pack your bags and get ready to explore this
beautiful land as Kumarakom is truly a beautiful place that one will love to visit again and again to
soak in its splendid charm and beauty that is beyond visual and verbal descriptions.

Goa is a dream destination for everyone who wants to take respite in its resplendent beaches and
enjoy sunbathing under the canopy of swinging emerald palms. It is situated on the western coast of
India allures the tourists from all over the world to discover its dazzling blue waters, shimmering
sands and exotic beaches. On your trip to Goa one should opt for south Goa packages as they offer
you pristine beaches for relaxation. It offers picturesque sight with coconut and palm trees spread
on the shore which will provide you splendid sight on your journey. South Goa witnesses moderately
hot climate because it lies within the two tropics. The monsoon in south Goa begins from June and
end by September. The South Goa packages takes you to beaches like Colva Beach, Benaulim
Beach, Palolem Beach etc. These long stretches of beaches of golden sands are surrounded by
hills on both sides. These places are mostly visited by foreign tourists as these beaches are
relatively quiter than the beaches of north Goa. So pack your bags and get ready to explore this
charismatic beauty of this place as this enigmatic place will never disappoint you on your journey
and South Goa packages will take care of all your travel needs and offer you a perfect stay in the
serene beaches of Goa.
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Selina Taylor - About Author:
Author is an associate editor for a Kumarakom tour. Get all possible information about a south goa
packages. Get discounted deals available on Kumarakom and Goa Holiday Packages at
MakeMyTrip.
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